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his 2 measuring system is the result of 30 years  
of experience in metrology by vision

You drop it, you measure it!
Scan of workpiece(s up to 200 x 300 mm

Control of workpieces regardless of their position
and orientation in the control area

Increased accuracy, reproducibility and objectivity of measurements,
while reducing the control time

Recording and statistical analysis of measurements
optimi e traceability and quality control

ulti parts control

2D digital ro le ro ector
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Reporting

magni�cations

bi- telecentric
lens

otori ed lighting

X1 X2

X3 X4

Intuitive
programming

Speci�cations & features

Machine structure: 
 

x Aluminum structure 
x Measurement capabilities (X, Y) : 200 x 200 mm or 200 x 300 mm 
x Loading up to: 10 kg 
x Cross roller guides 
x Encoder resolution: 0.5 µm 
x X, Y, Z speeds: 75 mm/s maximum 
x Bi-telecentric lens for very accurate full field measurements 

 
Measuring capacities: 

 

 Zoom position 
1 2 3 4 

Field of view 33.8 x 28.3mm 16.9 x 14.1mm 8.4 x 7.1mm 4.2 x 3.5mm 

(
in the FOV 

±2.5µm ±1.3µm ±0.7µm ±0.4µm 
 

Measurement uncertainty with XY axes ( : P + (2.5 + 5L/1000) µm (L in mm) 

  
Bidirectional image stitching function: 

 

The advanced stitching function creates a global picture of the part  
from several pictures. 

 
Vision: 

 

x 5 MPX high definition digital color camera  
x Motorized bi-telecentric zoom lens (4 indexed positions) 
x Programmable lighting devices: 

x Episcopic lighting (white LED) 
x Diascopic collimated lighting (LED) 
x Optional 3 in 1 motorized lighting (surface, low angle, dark field)  

x Magnification x14 at x112 (for information with full screen display 24’’) 
x Available with one fixed single magnification (Zoom position #1) 

 
Computer: 

 

x CPU INTEL Core I5, Memory 8 Go, HDD 250 Go mini 
x 24’’ LCD Screen 
x OS Windows 10 / 64 bits 

  
ICM suite software: 

 

The ICM D2P machine is provided with the «ICM Suite» software, including control  
of parts, reporting, and follow up of the control device.  
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ision soft are for meas rement control

You drop it, you measure it! 

Friendly and intuitive graphic user interface. 

Multiple programming modes, either by learning or using CAD (DXF) files. 

Complete library of mathematical, geometric, and statistical tools. 

Traceability of results (exploitation of results, management of controlled lots...). 

Naturally open and adaptable software (MS Windows® environment, 
MS Excel® interface, production management). 

SQL Server database. 

Integrable into a production line (robot or PLC connection). 
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Speci�cations & features

A large range of powerful tools: 

x Detection tools (points, lines, circles, fixtures, shapes…) 
x Geometric constructions (intersections, perpendicular, parallel, projection) 
x Measurement tools (distance, angle, perimeter, area, ISO, radius, diameter) 
x Vision tools (image processing and operation, tolerances, gap-shaped, edge) 
x Advanced vision tools (identification, scanning, autofocus) 
x DXF file exploitation (edges detection, fixture, layers, location, tolerances) 
x Miscellaneous tools (external sensor, macro, programming, mathematics) 
x Two levels limits (warning and stop) and specification limits 

Software functionalities: 

x Pattern matching to measure a part whatever its position and orientation 
x Automatic part recognition to select the correct measuring program 
x Automatic palletization to control several parts at the same time 
x X or X&Y scanning and stitching to increase the size of the controlled part 
x Lights, axes and multi-magnification lens controls 
x Automatic generation of a program with only a few defined parameters 

Traceability: 

x Data recording and exploiting in a SQL database 
x Automatic statistics computation  

(average, range, standard deviation, CP) 
x Visualization of a data trend 
x Automatic export of the data in our SPC software  

(SPC suite) 
x Manual or automatic export of the data  

to third party software 
x Configurable and manual or automatic  

control reports by part or batch 
x Manual or automatic saving of the pictures 
x Configurable production management 


